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University enters new era
Freshman president assumes the reigns
by Michael Burns
editor in chief
Valedictorians and standout athletes may be
among Clemson's 1995-96 freshman class, but there
is undeniably one special member: Deno Curris.
Curris assumed the University's presidency in
May and has since taken on the task of every
freshman-getting to know where you are and who
you're with.
"Everyone has been very nice to me, and that's

the Curris File

all you can really ask for," Curris said. "There are
a lot of things on the platter, but I'm going to tackle
it the best I can...This is the equivalent of the week
before finals."
Curris was named the University's 13th president on January 21. He succeeds Phillip Prince
who served since Max Lennon's resignation in
February, 1994.
Though he is among the freshmen, Curris' credentials are more impressive than the high school

• Named the
University's 13th
president Jan. 21
• Salary set at
$146,000
• Assumed presidency
May 22

see CURRIS, page 5

Coming through!

Financial aid
offers help
Joe Milam
interim news editor

file photo

The Clemson football team opens the 1995 season on Sept 2
against Western Carolina. Other big home games include
Florida State and Georgia. See page 16.

One of the largest concerns a
family faces before its high school
graduate enters college is not
whether he or she will study
enough or if he or she will behave, but will the family be able
to afford it. Between 50 and 60
percent of Clemson students are
on some type of financial aid,
amounting to between $40 and
$50 million dollars a year.
Nowadays, if a student graduates from high school with high
grades and the intent on going to
college, there are loans, grants
and scholarships available to ensure the student a collegiate education; however, the family is
expected to help as much as possible with its student's educa-

tion. Financial aid rarely covers
all the costs of education.
The most important thing students can do to receive financial
aid is to fill out and send in the
FAFSA (Free Application for
Federal Student Aid) after Jan. 1
of the year they plan to attend
college. The forms are available
in front of the financial aid office
at G01 Sikes Hall.Students can
submit the FAFSA forms from
Jan. 1,1995 through May 1,1996.
Clemson offers its freshmen
and continuing students hundreds
of scholarships each semester
Clemson students do not have to
fill out special forms or applications for the majority of the scholarships offered if they have filled
out the FAFSA. The University
will use the results of the FAFSA

see AID, page 7

University housing choices
by Jay Marcoux
interim asst. sports editor
Choosing an on-campus residence hall is one of the most important aspects of entering college life.
Residence halls not only provide
housing, but also promote lasting
friendships in a community of students.
"I think Clemson has decent
housing," said Kenneth Krause,
president of the University Guide
Association. "As a tour guide I've
had compliments about the shoe
boxes. People complain about
Johnstone, but the University is

responding by building newhalls."
Upperclassmen receive their
choice in housing before freshman
and usually are are first to be given
on-campus apartments. However,
a variety of choices remain. Freshman males are traditionally assigned to Johnstone Hall, but
Byrnes Hall was converted to an
all-male residence hall last year.
Most freshman females are assigned
to Lever Hall, located next to Byrnes
Hall on the East Campus.
Though these residence halls
may not seem promising, freshmen
are assigned to the most accessible
locations on campus. Those located
in Johnstone or the shoe boxes have

the most convenient access to campus facilities.
The Loggia is just minutes from
any one of the West Campus residence halls. For East Campus freshman residents, Byrnes and Lever
halls are located next to Schilletter
dining hall, across from the East
Campus convenience store.
While on-campus living provides
all of the conveniences of the typical college student, after the freshman year, many students choose to
live off-campus. While off-campus
housing provides more independence, it may hinder students because of utility bills being further
from campus.

file photo

McCabe Hall is a new addition to Clemson
housing. It opened for the first time last
year with Holmes Hall.
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Student media opportunities
by Tyrone Walker
head photographer
The University provides a smorgasbord of media opportunities for students
seeking practical experience outside the
classroom. They include The Tiger, the
newspaper; Taps, the yearbook; Chronicle,
the literary magazine; Reveille, the entertainment magazine; Clemson Cable Network (CCN), television network; and
WSBF, the radio station.
All media organizations are staffed and
managed by Clemson students. They pride
themselves on developing students with
little or no experience in media into valuable commodities. Depending on their
career aspirations, student media members can gain practical experience in writing, editing, advertising, accounting, business, page design and lay-out and broadcasting. Students involved in Clemson
media are limited only by their imaginations.
Taps is the official yearbook of Clemson University. The '94 Taps was recognized as one of the best yearbooks in the
country. A staff of 20 -30 students are
responsible for recording the sights, activities and people that make up the Clemson experience.
The yearbook offers opportunities for
students to become photographers, designers, writers and section editors.
Reveille is the newest addition to the
Clemson media family. As the campus'
features magazine, Reveille's purpose is
to link the campus with the community by
focusing on issues which other print media may have over-looked.
The staff published its first issue last
fall as an attempt to meet the Clemson
community's demand for a publication
that was more timely than the yearbook
but more in depth than the student newspaper.
Students seeking an organization to
express themselves can join the Chronicle,
which is the University's nationally recognized literary magazine. In addition,
this past year the magazine won the best
magazine cover design and second place
over-all magazine design in the annual
South Carolina Press Association's col-

lege media competition.
As a variety magazine, Chronicle is
dedicated to providing a creative outlet
for student poetry, short fiction, features,
photography and art.
Students inclined toward music can
seek refuge at the student-run radio station, WSBF. It is a non-commercial, educational, alternative radio station that has
been on the air since April 1, 1960. The
station is a 3000 watt FM stereo station
whose signal can be picked up from
Greenville to Athens.
WSBF's open-door policy permits any
Clemson University student to get involved . Fi rst semester freshmen and transfer students can become members but
have to have a 2.0 GPR after their first
grading period.
Students can become licensed by the
FCC after completing the station's threeday broadcast course on operation and
management of the radio station. The
course is held at the beginning of each
semester and summer session.
Not only does WSBF allow students
joining the staff to become disc jockeys,
but the station offers opportunities in production, engineering, and marketing.
Although Clemson does not have a
journalism program, the student media
experience is a foot-in-the-door for those
seeking journalisms careers.
Brain Kropp, WSBF business director,
who has worked in various positions with
WSBF for over five years, notes that for
students who have sought careers in broadcasting in the past, WSBF has been a good
initial step. "We had former staff members go on to work for television and radio
stations," said Kropp.
However, some students join a media
organization for other reasons. Matt
Demetriades, Taps editor forthe upcoming year, said that he originally joined the
yearbook staff because he was a member
of his high school yearbook staff and to
meet people.
"It's a lot of fun and students get a
chance to meet people with similar interests," said Demetriades.
He said that no matter which media
students decides to join, their involvement will allow them to learn about the
University.

Utilize your RAs
Leah Bryant, an RA in McCabe,
commented,"We try to make freshmen as
comfortable as possible as they adapt to
their new home."
When students first come to the ClemBryant is a senior this year and has
son campus, they are usually overwhelmed enjoyed her experiences while being an
at what to do. Classes need to be sched- RA.
uled; roommates need to be met; build"We are here to guide freshmen, make
ings need to be learned.
them knowledgeable of the campus along
In all the rush, freshman often find with its services and events, and actively
themselves frustrated and lost. One of the involve the students through programs
first places they can turn to for help is the geared towards their progression and enResidential Assistant _^^^^_^^^^ ^^^^^_^^____ hancement as col(RA).
lege students,"
RAs are students "WE ARE HERE TO GUIDE
Bryant explained.
who link you and the FRESHMEN, MAKE THEM
An integral, yet
Housing Office.
d r e e d e d ,
They can answer KNOWLEDGABLE OF THE
responsibilty that
questions or point CAMPUS ALONG WITH ITS
RAs possess is one
you to someone who SERVICES AND EVENTS..."
of enforcement.
can. RAs lend a helpRAs, by the very
ing hand.
nature of their job
• LEAH BRYANT are required to
On a general
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
concensus, RA feel
implement, exas if they are a sup.
ecute, and enforce
port family with their
the rules and poliefforts mainly targeted towards freshmen. cies rendered by the institution itself.
Their personal and professional gratificaTheir are other organizations on camtion stems from the fact that they offer an pus that benefit students in conjunction
array of assistance ranging from academic with the infamous efforts of the RAs. The
to social aspects.
RHC, the Residential Hall Association, is
Each floor of the residential halls and the student voice for housing comments
apartment areas has an RA.
and concerns.

by Anthony A. McPherson
staff writer

The Tiger offers fun, experience
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The Tiger has won Best in State in the collegiate
division four out of the last five years. The Tiger offers
students experience in ad sales and design, business
management and marketing, photo taking and processing, layout and design, and editing as well as
writing and reporting.
by Tyrone Walker
head photographer
Students seeking challenging extracurricular activity, extra cash or an opportunity to improve their communication skills are drawn to The Tiger, the
student newspaper. It serves as the voice
for Clemson students by covering
events, issues and concerns that impact
the student body and the surrounding
community.
"Put simply, it's just fun," said
Michael Burns, The Tiger editor in chief.
"We do a lot of work, but I don't think
any of us would work for The Tiger if it
were not fun."
Published weekly since 1907, The
Tiger is the oldest South Carolina's
oldest college newspaper. Since last
spring, The Tiger has published twice
weekly, on Tuesday and Friday. Ninetyeight percent of Clemson's more than
16,000 students read the newspaper.
As students' main source of information about the Clemson community,
The Tigerhas developed into a respected
and revered newspaper. It has been
named South Carolina's best collegiate
newspaper four out the last five years.
A staff of more than 50 students,
from all majors, has made The Tiger
their Jiome. The newspaper offers opportunities for students in news, features and sports writing. Students interested in design and photography will
also find a place at The Tiger. Since the
newspaper is solely operated by students, students can find challenging
opportunities in business, marketing and
advertising.
Opportunities at The Tiger are unlimited and challenging but the staff of
the student newspaper do take a time

out for fun.
Although he characterizes the newspaper as a fun activity, Burns notes that
The Tiger staff recognizes its place as a
respected and revered newspaper.
"I think when you publish the best
collegiate newspaper in the state, people
are going to take you seriously," explained Burns.
"Most of our senior staff take their
jobs seriously, and most of our junior
staff take their jobs seriously. But we
have people who write for fun and only
want to write an article every couple of
weeks. That's not a problem."
According to Burns, no matter what
their interest, freshmen can walk in and
immediately find a place at The Tiger.
"If someone was interested in sports
he or she could come in without any
kind of experience and be a sports repatter," sftid Bums, "We don't expeet
freshmen to have experience.
"In general, freshmen are going be
curious at first. They are going to come
in to get a feel for the staff, learn how
the newspaper works and do what interests them. If they like it, they'll stay and
eventually move up to other positions."
Working for the newspaper is a benefit to students in any major. The Tiger
offers a variety of experience in business, accounting, sales, advertising,
writing and page design.
"Without a doubt, what a student
does at The Tiger will be beneficial in
whatever field they are going into,"
explained Burns.
"Everything we do here, from the
photographs and stories to the advertising will be useful to our staff members
in the future. Education is only half, if
not less, of the game. These days employers are looking for experience, and
The Tiger offers students this."

The Tiger
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Students at high risk for STDs
by Sean Cook
staff writer
College is, for many people, a time for
experimentation.
They may take a drink for the first time,
smoke grass, stay out late each night or
party until dawn. They may experiment
sexually as well.
Only two clear choices exist to prevent
unwanted pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases. The most effective is
abstinance. Simply stated, abstinance
means not having sex at all. This is 100
percent effective.
Barring abstinance, the surgeon general of the United States recommends the
use of a latex condom with a spermicidal
lubricant.
While condoms are not as effective as
abstinance, they do prevent skin contact
and fluid exchange, which are the primary
modes of transmission for STDs.
According to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), one in
every 250 Americans is now HIV positive. If Clemson follows this statistical
trend, there could be approximately 64
HIV-positive students on this campus.
A person can feel and look perfectly
healthy and still be HIV-positive. In fact,
a person with HIV may remain in good
health for up to 10 years before the onset
of illnesses which constitute AIDS.
Demographic trends are shifting. According to Common Sense About AIDS,
health care officials are treating fewer gay
males and more women, blacks and adolescents, with teenage girls being particularly at risk.
College students should also be concerned about other sexually transmitted
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Students at Clemson and across the country are faced with
the dangers of sexually transmitted diseases. The Center
for Disease Control estimates one in every five students
will contract HPV.
diseases, including hepatitis B, human
papilloma virus, genital herpes, gonnorhea
and chlamydia. These diseases represent
the most common sexually transmitted in
the college population.
Hepatitis B virus is the only sexually
transmitted disease with a vaccine. It is
becoming more commonplace in young
persons. Americans between the ages of
15 and 25 are becoming infected faster

than any other segment of the population.
Hepatitis B is transmitted sexually, as
well as needle-sharing or tatooing or earpiercing with needles that have not been
properly sterilized.
The infection passes from one person
to another through contact with another
person's mucas membranes or bodily fluids, such as blood, semen, vaginal secretions, saliva or stool.

The same behavior which puts you at
risk for getting pregnant or getting any
other STD will put you at risk for getting
HB V. This emphasizes the importance for
practicing *safe sex" if you are sexually
active.
Abstinance from sex, however, is the
best protection from HBV, for persons
who have nbt been vaccinated. The HBV
vaccine is available at the Redfem Health
Center on campus.
Many students may have never heard
of human papilloma virus (HPV). It is,
however, the most common STD on campus. Nationally, one in every five college
students is infected. HPV causes genital
;
warts.
On men, the warts appear as cauliflower-like growths on the penis, usually
near the head. In women, however, it is
commonly internal. If this is the case, only
a gynecologist will be able to tell a woman
if she is infected. HPV has been linked to
cervical cancer, making regular exams
vitally important.
Genital herpes is caused by a virus and
is also common in the college population,
with one in every 25 students being infected. Symptoms include painful red sores
on and around the genitals. It is not curable, but some symptoms can be alleviated by a drug called Zovirax.
Gonnorhea and chlamydia are bacteria] infections which cause itching, painful urination and discharge from the genital region. One in every 25 students will
contract one of the two diseases, which
are luckily, curable. Left untreated, however, they can cause pelvic inflammatory
disease in women and infertility.
For more information on STDs, call
Parvin Lewis, Clemson University Health
Educator, at 656-0141.
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For in depth coverage of news happening in Clemson and the
surrounding community, subscribe to The Tiger. Twice a week, we
will bring you the most (if not the only) coverage of all Clemson
sporting events from football and basketball to soccer and track. We
will also give complete coverage of the new Carolina Panthers
playing in Death Valley.
The Tiger makes a great gift idea for any friend or relative interested
in keeping up with all the latest developments at Clemson
University. If it happens in Clemson, you will hear it from us first.
So, subscribe today!

Please send a

semester

Send $12 for a one-semester
subscription or only $20 for an
entire year.

year subscription to:

Send your check to:
NAME (please print)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

The Tiger
Circulation Dept.
P.O. Box 2097
Clemson, SC 29632
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Curris takes over presidency
continued from 1

Background
Education
Bachelor's degree in
political science from the
University of Kentucky
Master's degree in
political science from the
University of Illinois
Doctorate of education
from the University of
Kentucky

Constantine W.
"Deno" Curris

Experience
President, University of Northern Iowa for 11 years
(13,000 enrollment, $160 million budget)
President, Murray State University
Vice president and dean of faculty, West Virginia
Institute of Technology
Dean of student personnel programs, Marshall
University
Director of academic programs, West Virginia
Board of Education
Professor of public policy, UNI

glee club. He comes from the University of Northern Iowa where he was president for 11 years. He
has a bachelor's degree in political science from
the University of Kentucky, a master's degree in
political science from the University of Illinois and
a doctorate of education from the University of
Kentucky.
He has also served as president for Murray State
University.
"We now have a leader...who I think can unite
the Clemson family," Prince said of Curris in
January. "He appreciates that there is a Clemson
family, that there is a Clemson spirit and there is a
Clemson heritage."
For Curris in the mean time, it's meeting people,
learning the ropes and taking things as they come.
"I'm trying to see as many people as possible, as
well as take care of things that come across the
desk," Curris said.
Yet while Curris adjusts to his surroundings,

•PHIL PRINCE
FORMER CLEMSON PRESIDENT

like many freshmen he is finding it hard to let go of
his high school ties. He returned to Iowa in early
June to attend his daughter's high school graduation. He may be off to college, but he is trying not
to neglect his role as a father and a husband while
a freshman president.

Call 656-2167 or 636-7002 for riiivertisinR information.
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Students can see a Writing Center tutor at any
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Please call 656-3280 for an appointment!
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How to protest
a CU grade
It may not be the thing incoming freshmen want to know about,
but they may need to know about
it. If at the end of a semester a
student feels the final grade he
recieved was unfairly given or
inaccurately calculated, the student can take steps to have the
grade changed.
The student must first contact
the professor and attempt to rsolve
the issue personally. If the professor doesn't handle the situation to the satisfaction of the student, he can then take up the issue

must be presented to the Office
of Undergraduate Academic Services within 90 days of the date
printed on the final grade report.
The 90 day period does not include, however, summer vacation.
If the student fails to turn in
the above information within 90
days, he forfeits the right to protest the grade.
The Academic Greviance
Commitee will then appoint a
subcommittee to investigate the
situation. It will then hold an
informal, private hearing on the
matter.
Both the student and the professor can present witnesses to

with the department head and
then the deadn of the college.
After going through these channels, it is possible that a resolution has not been reached. The
next step in the process is to appeal to the Academic Greviance
Commitee.
In order to do this, a student
must present a detailed written
statement of the problem and include a checklist, provided by
the Office of Undergraduate Academic Services.
The checklist documanets the
meeting with the professor, department head and dean, as well
as a signed statement from the
dean that no solution could be
reached. All of these documents

speak on their behalf.
Students can request the help
of legal counsel, but the cousellor
cannot take part in the hearing.
Generally, the committee will
reach a final decision by the end
of the semester, but if it cannot
reach a an agreement, the final
decision is given over to the president of the University.
All records and documentation are held in confidence, and
further inquiries are made in a
confidential manner.
For more information, refer to
the Student Handbook or call the
provost's office at 656-3243. ..and
if you're wondering, no one in
the provosts office is sure if it has
ever gone to the president.

by Terrell Johnson
staff writer

This Buds for you
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Clemson offers a variety of entertainment possibilities including
downtown bars and restaurants. For the low-down, see page 9.

CEDARWOODS APARTMENTS
Catering to student living
now leasing for summer arid fall

No appointment needed
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::URGENTCAKE
Hours:
Monday-Friday • 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Saturday • Noon-8 p.m.
Sunday • 1 p.m.-8 p.m.

||| CLEMSON
HEALTH CENTER
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\
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CLEMSON ATHLETIC CLUB

I

with fall lease
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HAIR SALON

Men's HairCut $8
Ladie's HairCut $12, $.14
Walk-Ins Welcome
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Saturday 9am-4pm

L

:!

654-2599
All nail services offered!

518 College Ave., Victoria Square Suite 150, Clemson

J

Call Greg at 654-3263 to reserve
your apartment today
All apartments fully furnished;
washer and dryer included; shuttle bus.
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Aid makes college possible
continued from 1
to place all qualified students with
the available scholarships.
Clemson students are placedinto all the scholarship categories for which they qualify. Students graduating high school with
a 3.5 GPA. or higher and made a
qualifying score on the SAT could
possibly be placed in multiple
categories for receiving scholarship assistance.
Recently, a ruling from the
Supreme Court outlawed "race
specific" scholarships to be
awarded. The Clemson freshmen
that signed contracts for this
year's "race specific" scholarships have nothing to fear said
Marvin G. Carmichael, director
of Financial Aid. The scholarships will be available for this
year's freshmen for as long as
they qualify to receive them. The
freshmen entering Clemson in
the fall of 1996-97 will be the
first to be affected by the change.
Continuing students are considered each year for different
scholarships, however the majority of the scholarships are focused on freshmen to be renewed

each year if the students uphold
specific requirements.
A complete list of available
scholarships are printed each year
' in Financial Aid Opportunities,
located in the Financial Aid office. The publication covers all
the aspects of financial assistance
and is recommended reading for
any student desiring aid.
Students may also qualify for
the Federal Pell grants and Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants depending on
the financial situation of the family. Students do not have to repay
federal grants.
Students may also qualify for
subsidized and unsubsidized
Stafford Loans or Federal Perkins
Loans requiring repayment after
the students have graduated. The
loans are an advantage because
of their low interest rates and
extended payback privileges. The
loans do not begin collecting interest until graduation, then the
interest rates normally stay between six and seven percent.
Work-study programs are also
available to any student enrolled
in school. A complete list of employers needing help is posted in

CAFFE SfaESPRESSO
(kftu Sjwoiaitus

New friends...
Good eats...
Java highs...
Cool tunesS?^
SPRESSO JOEJ

Open to all ages.
Leave your fakes at home.

front of the Financial Aid offices
in G01 Sikes. Jobs are available
on and off campus. The most
important thing to remember in
signing up for work-study programs is you must be enrolled-at
Clemson to be eligible.

TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE
#4 Foy Creek Townhouses
Clemson, South Carolina
Spacious 2 story, 3 brd (upstairs), 2 1/2 bth townhouse. Walking
distance (1 blk) from University and downtown Clemson. 4 car
parking. All kitchen appliances. Washer/Dryer. Porch w/ glass
sliding doors. Fence-In yard. Fireplace. Central Air/Hear. Lots of
storage place. New carpet/roof. Recently refurbished. No housing
fees. Asking $75K but negotiable. Assumable FHA Loan. Will pay
half of closing cost. If interested call Richard at (803) 888-3447.

Golden Woods Apartment Complex
The Place to Live in Clemson"

G L

WO D

♦ Two Bedroom Townhouse - full bath and half bath,
living room, kitchen with refrigerator, stove & dishwasher,
pantry, washer/dryer connections, carpet, attic storage,
central heat and air. 960 sq. ft. $450/mo. + deposit.
♦ Two Bedrooms - extra nice efficient units with two baths,
eat-in kitchen with refrigerator, stove & dishwasher, living
room with ceiling fan, carpet, central heat & air and
washer/dryer connections. 864 sq. ft. $485/mo. + deposit.
♦ Two Bedroom Townhouse - full bath and half bath,
kitchen with refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer connections, big bar, dining room with
Casablanca fan, deck with privacy walls, living room,
carpet, central heat & air, two hour firewalls. 1064 sq ft.
$515/mo. + deposit.
%
Free Memberships to the Clemson Athletic Club and Genoa Club (must be 21)

CALL

654-4339

■e Ave.

356

>vt; I—l;«_ir- South)

r^on -Thur
Friday
SB mt:u r<$ say
Sunday

- tflicJni^tit:
7am- I am
9mm- I am
9am-Midnignt
TSLM-T*

654-56 I T

CHItfS
uiings • f irewater
Now With Two Great Area
Locations
Anderson
Easley
Wednesday Nitc: College I.D. Nite
$1.99 Pitchers Draft 15 cent wings (afte
9 pm)
Thursday; Enjoy live entertainment
Anderson - "The Simpletones"
Best un-plugged rock in the upstate
Easley - Chiefs Karaoke
Never a cover at Chiefs
Clemson Blvd., Anderson 225-1354
Hwy 123, Easley
859-2627

ALSO

l&K,2bz,3E)z APT5. *3Z5~%Z5

wms&a
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a new apartment complex by the people who
brought you Heritage Pointe

^ JMiaxid new aftwdniwd ccvnJd&x, cfaauna *s4u(Mtid1995

v One and two Sedwwn tcwsrvfwmeb
▼ One nvUe J%wn iDleanMm camfMAA
tWAnnvma 3U
+yu.
▼ ijiciuAjeMme (arid&eaftina

^ juoea/ed' <yn wleAnMyn ^/jcuiemaMl

~ juimMi afavdmeavtlimna made aMmdaMe

w

For more information on this new, progressive living community

y<MgW call 65.8-7717. Office hours: M-F (9-5) & Sat (10-3). After
hours call 654-3444, 654-2412 or 657-2268.

Clemson's Guide to
Entertainment
& the Arts
Freshman Issue
Page 9

Food establishments easily found
by Brian Davis
staff writer
Best Wings

TD's
Best Pizza

Papa John's
Best Fast Food

Wendy's
Best Mexican

Los Amigos
Best Late Nighter

Sonny's
Best Ribs

Sardi's Den
Best Value

Taco Bell
Best Fine Dining

Calhoun Comers
-voted by The Tiger staff
I

"Where is the best place to
get something to eat around
here?" This is a common question for first year students upon
arrival to Clemson. The University will tell you about
Harcombe, Schilleter, Clemson
House, and other Universitysupported dining institutions,
but the rest is left up to the
student to discover on his or
her own.
There are many options, on
and off campus, each with its
own li st of good and bad points.
For many students, one of the
best things their first year at
Clemson is going out with
friends and exploring all of
these new places. The followTyrone Walker/head pho*
apher
ing is a short guide to get you Students take a break and grab a bite to eat at Keith Street Cafe.
started.
There are many places to eat at off-campus, from french fries at
First of all, there is on-campus dining. Most first year stu- Hardee's to fine dining at Calhoun Corners.
dents are required to buy a meal plan, so home" feeling for students.
even to the pedestrians on campus, are
off-campus dining may not be an option.
Other options on campus include the those restaurants located downtown. These
Buy the smallest meal plan possible, and Canteen, Fernow Street Cafe, and the East include Acropolis Pizzeria, TD's, Sublearn from the experiences you will have Campus Store. Each of these places ac- way, The Coffee House, Cafe Espresso,
in Harcombe and Schilleter. These memo- cepts Tiger Stripe and aims to provide an and Keith Street Cafe. Near the football
ries will make Papa John's at midnight on alternative to the dining halls. The Can- stadium, directly across from the intramupaper plates seem like fine dining.
teen houses a Chick-Fil-A; Fernow Street ral fields, is Charlie T's, where any hunThere are some good points about these contains a Pizza Hut; and the East Campus gry Clemson student can find some of the
on-campus facilities. Each month, the on- Store has a Li'l Dino's Sub Shop and a best buffalo wings around. Also, there is a
campus dining halls celebrate that month' s Taco Bell.
nearby Hardee's which is a favorite for a
birthdays with cake and ice cream and
Off-campus dining opportunities in- quick breakfast.
decorate with festive motifs to spice up clude a much wider range of alternatives.
A car, motorcycle, moped, or maybe
everyday life just a bit. Also, with their From fine dining at Pixie and Bill's to fast even a bicycle can get a motivated student
"all-you-dare-to-eat" dining style, these food at McDonald's and Burger King, the
settings are intended to provide an "at choice is wide open, Easily accessible,
see FAST, page 11

Underage entertainment abounds
desolate as it might seem at
first glance. There's plenty of
entertainment in the area of the
all-ages variety.
You've moved in. Your
Clemson's twenty-some.room is hopefully arranged, thing licensed alcohol servers
your roommate not deranged are only one part of the enterand your parents finally out of tainment scene. Other activiyour hair. It's time to go out ties the town offers are shopand see the town.
ping, all ages concerts, dances,
As you walk down college clubs and swimming and rec^enue, Clemson's main reation spots.
*eet, you see several bars, a
For the avid shopper,
few clothing stores and little Clemson and adjoining towns
*e. What the hell is there to offer a wide variety of places
do in town?
to shop. Clemson has a jewelry
You've finally escaped what store (Bell's), three flower
se
emed like the captivity of shops, three bookstores (Stuyour hometown, only to move dent Book Store, the News10
a small town in the South- stand and the Open Book), and
east with one main street and Radio Shack, to name a few.
Nearby Seneca has a wide
•eelse, only to find that it's
not as easy as you thought it variety of shops, including
Might be to get into the bars. Wal-Mart and K-Mart. To get
wt
»t else can you do?
to Seneca, take Hwy. 123. The
. Well, don't start fretting nearest mall is Anderson Mall.
Wit away. Clemson isn't as Sears, Upton's, Belk, and J.C.

by Sean Cook
staff writer

Penny are the anchor stores. It
also has other specialty stores
such as Foot Locker, Record
Bar and B. Dalton Bookseller.
To get to Anderson take Hwy.
76 out of Clemson.
Three other malls are in
Greenville, nearly 50 miles
away:
Haywood
Mall,
McAlister Square and the
Greenville Mall. To get to
Greenville, take Hwy. 123 to
Greenville.
>.
If you enjoy live music, several area venues allow patrons
under the age of 21 to attend
concerts. Edgar's, the on-campus bar, has musical acts almost every week. Shows usually cost between $2 and $4 and
feature local and regional acts,
including some student bands.
The Gathering also has some
18 and up shows. The Gathering is a private club, however,
so underage patrons must be
signed by a member.

The Esso Club sometimes
has outdoor shows' where underage patrons are welcome.
As always, though, underage
patrons are not allowed to
drink at' any of the venues,
and bar employees and police
periodically check IDs to confirm proper age.
Concerts also come to town?
at several different venues,'
including the outdoor
amphitheatre in the middle of
campus, the Natidnal Guard
Armory and -downtown
Clemson has the annual Welcome Back Festival during the
first week each fall semester.
Major circuit concerts are
also brought to Clemson periodically by Tiger-Paw productions in conjunction with
major tour promoters. In the
past, the University has seen

see UNDERAGE,
page 11

Features
•Outdoor activities in
Clemson -10
•Local movie theaters
keep students entertained -11

•Mountains provide
perfect getaway - 10
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Swimmin holes and mountain tops
Outdoors give many adventure seekers an escape from hassles of classes
Additionally, if you have a heart
condition or if you're pregnant,
do not attempt to conquer "The
Dam."
Swimming isn't the only acIf you're looking for sometivity offered by Lake Hartwell.
thing to do here at Clemson UniThere are various picnic grounds
versity, you're in luck. The
and boats can be rented for a day
Clemson area provides advenIf you are looking for a fun
ture seekers with a multitude of
hiking expedition, the Walhalla
activities.
area offers many parks. The area
With the summer in full swing,
is famous for the
the most popular
Chatooga River, an
outdoor activity is
excellent trout
swimming.
fishing attraction.
Clemson proOutdoor sports
vides students
are very popular
with many swimhere at Clemson. In
ming sites.
addition to the
A popular site
many outdoor basamong students is
ketball courts,
Fike Recreation
there are several
Center. Yet a true
fields for your use.
Southerner can
There are a few
tell you that
fields
behind
there's nothing
Death Valley that
like swimming in
are the sites of
the lake. This namany intramural
tive, of course,
file photo
sports. Bowman
would be referField
is a popular
ring to one of the Sliding down Issaqueena Dam has long
hangout for people
two area lakes: been a pastime of some students. There are
who want to play
Lake Hartwell many fun outdoor activities in the area.
volleyball, frisbee
and
Lake
or simply get a tan.
Keowee.
Don't
be
bored here at
One of the swimming areas, just high enough to run over the
Clemson.
One
of Clemson's
stone
incline.
Swim
to
the
middle
12 Mile park, also has a picnic
greatest
assets
is
its
outdoor recof
the
dam.
Pull
yourself
up
on
area. The park has been home to
many activities. To get to the top and slide down in a sitting reation. Take advantage of the
numerous activities in the area.
park, follow College Avenue position.
Yet, make sure that your outdoor
It
would
be
smart
not
to
lean
across the red light where the
activities are safe.
back
when
sliding
down
the
dam.
three gas stations meet, and
underneith the railroad bridge.
Continue down the road for a few
minutes and the park will be on
your left.
East Beach, which is the home
of the Clemson Crew and Sailing
Club, is located here on campus.
Issaqueena Falls, one of the
best swimming spots on Lake
Hartwell, is home to "The Dam."
The water at "The Dam" is

by Meraj K. Anas
staff writer

Mountain getaway
by L. Clator Butler Jr.
staff writer
Few students learn about the
sights at the Blue Ridge before
leaving Clemson. Often times
during your four years here you
will feel a case of cabin fever
coming on and not know how to
cure it. Home could be be too far
away while downtown is not far
enough away... and neither gets
you away from all the stress.
Several state parks exist
within an hour from campus,
complete with hiking trails and
camping facilities, the most interesting, being the Mountain
Bridge Wilderness and Recreation Area.
On the way, you may get introduced to the South Carolina
Cherokee Foothills Scenic Highway which travels the base of
the Blue Ridge, offering one of
South Carolina's most beautiful
drives and marking the division
between the Piedmont and the
mountains.
You will pass the popular
Table Rock mountain, a grand
mountain whose rocky side is
naked and exposed to the traffic.
Once on 276, you will begin
a steep, winding climb to the

top. Bald Rock, an outcropping
of treeless mountain, rests about
two miles up the climb, and you
can park and walk to a breathtaking view of the upstate.
Four miles further up the
climb is Caesar's Head State
Park. Here you can walk about,
looking out among the upstate
and the ridge between Caesar's
Head and Table Rock.
Behind the overlook is the
geological wonder Devil's
Kitchen. This split in the mountain offers a cool, narrow passageway to another overlook,
where the rock formation of
Caesar's Head can be seen. Tales
vary about the origin of the
name, but with a little imagination, anyone can see the bald
head of Caesar with the crown
of green on his head from its
profile.
For any length of time the
Mountain Bridge area is the perfect getaway from the humdrum
of campus stress.
To get to the Mountain Bridge
area, take College Ave. pastSixMile, past the intersection with
SC-183, until it dead-ends into
SC-11. Follow SC-11 North to
SC-8 North, which will merge
•with US-276 North and take you
up to Caesar's Head.
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Theaters in Clemson Fast food finder
by David Baker
Time-Out editor
When you need a well-deserved break from the stressful life of a college kid, the
silver screen may provide the
best place to relax and have
some fun. You won't find any
pop quizzes or examinations
in the movie theater nor will
you ever have to worry about
grades.
There are several alternatives for seeing movies in the
area. For that special new release, visit Seneca Cinemas
and see the latest box-office
blockbusters. Located just a
few miles away in the neighboring city of Seneca, it comprises six screens, ensuring
you will find the perfect movie
to watch.
TravelsouthonS.C. Highway 123 to get to Seneca Cinemas. Once you are on the
bypass in Seneca, you will see
Seneca Cinemas on your left,

V

across from Applcbee's restaurant.
If a giant theater with mindboggling sound is up your alley,
Greenville's Carmikc Cinemas
provides the perfect outlet. Undergoing some majorrenovations
this year, Carmike Cinemas became the Upstate's first THX
theater, certified by Lucasfilm
Ltd. There are seven screens,
marble floors and advanced digital sound. In addition, the THX
auditorium has a whopping 650
, seats.
Don't feel like driving anywhere? Don't have much cash?
Have no fear. The Astro, located
within walking distance of the
campusanddowntown Clemson,
shows movies which cost just 99
cents per person, affordable regardless of what meager budget
you may be on.
The Astro typically shows the
same blockbusters which were
released twoor three monthsago.
For 99 cents, though, the movie
will likely be worth the short
wait.

Another favorite choice for
students is Hoitzendorff hall's
Y-theateron campus. The films
shown are somewhat older, but
admission price is only 98
cents. At the beginning of each
film, there is usually the traditional Coast soap "Hey Joe!"
commercial. You have to experience this for yourself to
understand it.
Every other weekend, the
Y-theater provides students
with a free flick to watch, usually older, but having some
gimmick to attract students.
In addition, once a semester
(here are showings of the student favorite The Rocky Horror Picture Show. Each showing features a live shadow cast,
while enthusiastic students in
the audience toss rice and spray
water across the room in sync
with the cult classic.
Regardless of which theatre
you decide to visit, be sure to
take advantage of the local
movie scene here in Clemson
and catch a flick sometime.

JI
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F&we*4 & Btf^&**£4
• custom study baskets
• custom birthday cakes & packages
• sorority items
• full service florist
• ballons & gifts

continued from 9

out to Highway 123 (also known
as Tiger Boulevard). Doing this
will do much to expand your dining horizons. Tiger Boulevard is
home to many restaurants familiar to everyone like Taco Bell,
Shoney's, Baskin Robbins, and
many more. Towards Seneca is a
home-style truck stop known as
Sonny's. On Old Greenville
Highway next to Bi-Lo, and
across from the new Winn Dixie,
is Columbo'sChicago-style pizza
restaurant, which is a favorite for
subs and calzones.

Many places include delivery
service for those students who
are stuck on campus or just do
not have the time to go out. For
Chinese delivery call the Canton
Express, and for Italian, call
Columbo's. For pizza delivery
choose from Papa John's, Pizza
Hut, Domino's or Little Caesar's,
just to name a few.
In the end, many students
travel the restaurant circuit for
only a short time. At some point
the lesson must be learned that'
when there is no cash flow, a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich
Will do just fine.

Underage scene
continued from 9
concerts from Billy Joel and Elton
John, Jimmy Buffet, R.E.M., Pink
Floyd, the Rollresidence hall also
offers many opportunities for
entertainment as well. The area
has several video stores (Jerry's
Video, Death Valley Video, the
Movie House and Pic-A-Flick).

Hall video parties, card games
and TV parties are easy to arrange.
Order some pizza, pop some
corn with your hot air popper,
grab some cold drinks and sit
around shooting the breeze with
each other. It's a good way to
pass the time and a good way to
get to know each other.

Clemson, you W Qot Qreat Taste!
• Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
• Gourmet Lunch Daily
•Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
•Dinner 5 pm nightly

'Fresh Veal, Chicken, Steaks & Seafood
'Absolutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate!
•Romantic Italian Atmosphere
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List
^VSSv»*3l

PflSTfi HOGS mw
Lunch • Sundays * Happy Hours

M§|!

4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa ^231 -8811

1-800-654-8026
All major credit cards accepted. We deliver.
Local-654-8026, 1019 Tiger Blvd.
Located behind American Federal

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES

full selection of new cd's & tapes

over 3500 used eds!!!
Imported CD's Blank Tapes
Posters Used Tapes
Magazines Gift Certificates
T-Shirts

Fashion Shack Exam:
Can you pass a bargain ?
We receive shipments
from large retail &
catalog companies for
closeouts and we sell at
closeout prices!
•*c:

OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10 to 8
SATURDAY 10 to 6
SUNDAY 1:30 to 6
654-4041
200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(on college ave. across from clemson post office)

Illinium

iniimnrf

Clemson Location:
366 College Ave.
(downtown next to
Tiger Town Tavern)
654-6752

Anderson Location:
118 Benson St
(the old annex
building on the
square by the old
court house.)

Anderson Location:
523 N. Main St.
Plus Sizes
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843 ISAQUEENA/TRAIL
Issaqueena Village
Apartments
•2 bedroomTownhomes ($535/mo.)
•2.5 miles from campus
•newly renovated-inside and out
•water/sewer included
•pool
•2 story spacious 1050 sq. ft.

Regency
Townhomes
•2 bedroom townhomes ($455/mo.)
•2.5 miles from campus
•renovations beginning, inside and out
•water/sewer included
•pool
•900 square feet, 2 story

ISAQUEENA TRAIL ROAD

r

Issaquena
Village

V
.£■

CLEMSON

Xh /^ ISAQUEENA
TRAIL
EXIT

Oakcrest
Apartments

Pelham Creek
Apartments

•walking distance from campus
•2 bedroom townhouses ($475/mo.)
•water/sewer included
• 1,000 square feet
•washer/dryer hook-ups

•4 miles from campus
•2 bedroom duplex
•800 square feet
•spacious yard (lawn maintenence
included

Office Hours: M-F, 8am-5pm; Sat llam-4pm; Sun by appt.

The Tiger
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Success continues The Rock works its magic
under Leffgett
77?& 1 OOIY\%*&2$3Z2^
continued from 16

file photo

Solid performances by Tiger pitchers have
helped them win many of the close ones over
the years. More often then not, however, there
has been no shortage of runs scored.
continued from 16

leading his young team through a
tough ACC schedule, you can
bet that down behind Jervey Athletic Center at beautiful Tiger
Field, Coach Leggett is preparing his squad for another spring
filled with baseball...Clemson
style.

The following year, the tradition of rubbing the rock began.
Legend has it that before a Sept.
23 game versus Wake Forest,
Howard told his players they
could rub the rock only if they
were going to give 110 percent.
"If you're not," he said, "keep
your filthy hands off." Needless
to say, Clemson won 23-6 that
day.
The Tigers have made their
entrance down The Hill for every
home game except during a brief
stretch under Frank Howard's
successor, Hootie Ingram. The
Tigers went 6-9 during the 1970
season and the first four games of
1971. Little did he know.
"The Rock has strange powers," stated Michael Dean Perry,
a defensive standout for the Tigers. "When you rub it and run
down the hill, the adrenaline
flows. It's the most emotional
experience I've ever had."
This year, the Tigers will embark on their 100th season.
Florida State will throw a flaming spear in the ground, South
Carolina will come out to smoke
and 2001, and Maryland players
can rub their turtle. But those
who come out in support of the
Tigers will have the opportunity
to be a part of something that is
truly special.

Tiger Field, with its outfield
terrace similar to that of
Cincinnati's old Crosley Field,
has been a difficult place for opponents to come in and play over
the years. Coming into the 1995
season, the Tigers' all-time winning percentage at Tiger Field
was .811. This season Clemson
<3
posted an amazing 33-1 record at
home, including a 4-0 mark in
the NCAA East Regional.
When Wilhelm retired fOIIOWT.
PORTRAIT OF AN "A" STUDENT.
ing the 1993 season, Tiger assistant coach Jack Leggett was
named the Clemson' s head coach
for the 1994 season. Leggett
picked up right where Wilhelm Young or old. New or experienced. Man or woman. A Motorcycle Riderleft off. In his first season Leggett Course is for everyone. With just one course, you'll learn valuable techposted a 20-4 conference mark, niques that make you a better, safer rider—and make riding more fun.
gained the Tigers their first num- Call 1-800-447-4700 today and join the class, MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION
ber-one ranking ever without
sharing it with another team, and
TOWNHOUSE
RENT
became the first ACC coach to
win the ACC tournament in his
#4 Foy Creek Townhouses
first year in the league. Leggett
Clemson, South Carolina
was named the ACC Coach-ofSpacious 2 story, 3 brd (upstairs), 2 1/2 bth townhouse. Walking
the-year in his first season.
distance (1 blk) from University and downtown Clemson. 4 car
Leggett's Tigers were ranked
parking. All kitchen appliances. Washer/Dryer. Porch w/ glass
number one in the nation going
sliding doors. Fence-In yard. Fireplace. Central Air/Hear. Lots of
into the NCAA tournament. The
storage place. New carpet/roof. Renting for $900 (4 people at
NCAA Regional came to
$225). Deposit is $900 plus 1st month rent. If interested call
Clemson for the first time since
Richard at (803) 888-3447.
1981. Clemson was eliminated
by Auburn, but still led the nation
in wins with 57. In fact, Clemson
is second only to Wichita State in
■BUY
victories since the 1991 season.
■RENT
This season was just as sucTO-OWN
cessful for the Tiger baseball pro— ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME.
gram. After losing to ninthranked Oklahoma State to open
BEDROOM
LIVING ROOM
the season, Clemson reeled off
BEDS: TWIN, FULL,
SOFAS
25 straight wins on the way to a
QUEEN
LOVESEATS
number one ranking. Leggett's
Tigers went on to post a 20-4
DRESSERS
CHAIRS
league mark to win the ACC
MIRRORS CHESTS
TABLES
Regular Season Championship.
NITESTANDS
LAMPS
The Tigers finished second at
the ACC Tournament, but
RECLINERS
Clemson was once again chosen
to host the NCAA East Regional.
ELECTRONICS
APPLIANCES
Clemson won the East Regional
TVs-VCRs
in four games to advance to the
WASHERS
College World Series. It marked
STEREOS
DRYERS
the seventh time in Clemson hisCAMCORDERS
MICROWAVES
tory that the Tigers had advanced
PHONES
SM. FRIDGES
to Omaha. It was the Tigers' first
trip while under the leadership of
ALSO
someone other than Bill Wilhelm.
ENTERTAINMENT CTRS
DINETTES
More than likely, as long as Coach
BOOKCASES
DESKS
Leggett is around, it won't be the
last.
When next February rolls
around, when Death Valley is
silent and Rick Barnes is still
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1995 SCHEDULE
Sept. 2
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

WESTERN CAROLINA
(Youth Day)
9
FLORIDA STATE
(Iptay Day)
16 at Wake Forest
23 VIRGINIA
(Parents' Day)
30 at N.C State
7
GEORGIA
(Centennial Kickoff)
21 at Maryland
28 at Georgia Tech
4
NORTH CAROLINA
(Homecoming)
11 DUKE
(Hall of Fame Day)
18 at South Carolina

Student Condominiums
at affordable prices
1 and 2 bedrooms
Fully furnished
On-site manager
Free shuttle bus
Central air, heat pump &
energy efficient living
Pool and club house

IVERBAJ^
at Clemson.
Managed by Riverbank Properties,
Barbara Watt, B.I.C.

250 Elm St • 1,1 miles
1 it l i ■ a I r\\
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654-2876
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Food for Thought
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A Part of Your Award Winning Dining Service!

^-,
n;„;„„ Cr-wi^o EPT it??
Clemson
Dining Service, FFT #23

A Quick Look at Your Dining Service.
We pride ourselves in meeting the dietary needs of
Clemson University students. We offer variety, service, quality and convenience in every way for our
students. Our dining serve has been managed and
constantly improved by ARAMARK for the past 25
years.
In the two main dining halls, Harcombe Food Court
and Schilletter Dining Hall, we offer continuous feeding. We have extended our hours to offer this convenient and exciting new service. This service begins at
7 a.m. with breakfast and runs through dinner, 7 p.m.
Then the dining halls reopen at 9:30 p.m. for a one hour
study break. This concept compliments our latest meal
plan option, Unlimited Access.
We know young adults tend to head straight for the
refrigerator when they come home after a full day of
work or play. With our Unlimited Access meal plan we
want to duplicate this ritual of "raiding the frig". This
meal plan offers access to food from morning to night.
With any of our meal plans you can start the day off
with a good breakfast. Our breakfast includes: hot
cereal, cooked to order omelets, make your own waffles,
bagels, six kinds of juices, milk, fresh fruit, three kinds

Then round your day off with a delicious dinner.
Our dinner menu offers the same special items as
lunch; such as, Deli Bar, Salad Bar, Grill, etc. However,
we change the entrees and vegetables on the Cafe
Features line.
This is just the beginning to our menu. In addition to
our every day offerings, we have great monotony
breakers. These breaks include; Carnival Night,
Octoberfest, seasonal buffets, weekly Premium Night
and many others. All of our specials are posted on our
monthly bulletin boards at the dining hall entrance,
listed in the "Food For Thought" article calendars, and
listed in the monthly distribution calendars available
at the dining hall entrance.
Dining Service is very involved in nutrition awareness. We post general nutritional information on line
cards for each menu item served on the line. We promote our TYR (Treat Yourself Right) items, which are
designed for the especially nutrition minded. For easy
reference of TYR items pick up a monthly distribution
calendar. (The TYR items are all denoted by a simple dot.)
Nutrition information can also be found on our

Clemson Dining Service
Clemson Dining Service offers a great variety in food
and styles of service. The following are our different
food service locations, each unique in menu and presentation and they all accept the Tiger Stripe Account.

Harcombe & Schilletter Dining Halls
Harcombe and Schilletter Dining Halls are the large "board"
cafeterias where most students eat most of their meals and
meet friends. The food served here offers something for every
appetite. From traditional fare to a huge salad bar to Continental cuisine such as Mexican and Oriental dishes.
Our Treat Yourself Right program provides items designed for those who wish to monitor their intake of sodium,
fat and cholesterol.
Once a week, the house is packed for our Premium Nightsteak or seafood entrees. With the exception of Premium
Night, both Harcombe and Schilletter offer an all-you-caneat format. Look for the board plan menu calendars in our monthly
"Food For Thought" article and pick one up at the dining hall
entrances.

of fresh baked pastries, three breakfast meats, 20 kinds

Nutrition Board (one per cafeteria). We also have
Nutrition Information Centers at each cafeteria which

of cold cereal, muffins, and gravy and biscuits.
After a busy morning of classes, regain your strength

contain various nutritional brochures.
For complete meal plan information and general

during lunch. Choose from these offerings: three hot

information about our other food establishments, re-

The Clemson House

entrees, four vegetables and two starches; a Grill with
the always popular hamburger and french fries; a Deli
Bar with choice of four hot sandwiches, six cold sliced
meats, four cheeses and four breads; a 96-item Salad
Bar; a Pasta Bar with three choices of entrees; and even
a Pizza Bar. (Pasta and Pizza Bars are only available at

view our dining brochure, "Do you want unlimited

The Clemson House offers a contemporary cafeteria with a
more personal touch. Many items can be made-to-order including grilled steaks, hamburgers, chicken, roast beef and
deli sandwiches.
The Clemson House always has a variety of entrees, fresh
vegetables, pasta and sauces, and delicious homemade desserts. Be sure to try our Sunday Brunch, especially when
friends or family are in town.
Students can use their meal plan here, either as a cash
equivalency to purchase a meal on an a la carte basis or by
selecting the student special.
Look for the Clemson House menu calendars in our monthly
"Food For Thought" article and pick one up as you exit the
dining hall.

access to food? Eating Should Never Be a Hassle!", in
your orientation packet.
Thanks for your attention and Welcome to Clemson
University. We look forward to serving you!

Harcombe.)

The Canteen

ATTENTION
PARENTS!
" Something from Home'
Want to do something unique for your student's
birthday, as a study booster, or just because you are
thinking of them? Then send them "Something from
Home."
"Something from Home" items are freshly baked
in our kitchens, individually prepared, and personalized with a message from you. Your choices include birthday cakes, pizza grams, gourmet cookies,
pizza parties, and much more.
Call us at (803) 656-2058 from 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday thru Friday for more information on how to
order your special treat. Look for our "Something
from Home" brochure. It has been enclosed in your
orientation packets and will be mailed to you later
this summer.

Talk to Us!
The goal of Clemson Dining Service is to provide the highest
quality products and service within our budget. If you are not
satisfied with your dining experience, please discuss it with
the manager. We want to know how we can improve our
service to you.
We use a variety of methods to solicit customer input.
Comment cards and suggestion boxes are available at all
dining locations and location managers respond to every
comment. Our "Meet the Manager" program brings the location managers into the dining rooms to a different location
each month to sit with a group of students and discuss their
likes and dislikes and ask for comments and concerns. We
conduct a survey each semester to give us another indicator
of the level of customer satisfaction.
We do all of these things because we care what you think
and your opinion does make a difference. Please talk to us—
help us serve you! Ask to speak to a manager or use the phone
numbers on the back of our dining service brochure.

The Canteen is for the student on the run, or as an alternative
to the dining halls. It features deli sandwiches, freshly-made
hamburgers, Mexican items, Itza Pizza, Chick-fil-A, Uniquely
Clemson ice cream, and Gretel's Bakery. It also has a variety
of prepackaged salads, cold bottled beverages, candy and
snacks.

Fernow Street Cafe
The Fernow Street Cafe is similar to the Canteen in offerings
such as sandwiches, hamburgers, Pizza Hut Express, baked
goods and salad-by-the-ounce.

L.J. Fields
Our on campus restaurant is located in the University Union.
This upscale, full service restaurant is a comfortable meeting
place for faculty and staff at lunch time and a popular spot for
students at night.
L.J.'s fare includes hot appetizers, specialty salads, pastas,
a wide array of sandwiches, and fresh baked desserts.

East Campus Convenience Store

Do you want
UNLIMITED ACCESS to food?
Our newest meal plan allows you to do just that. You may enter the cafeteria
anytime you want, grab a snack on the way to your 8 o'clock class, and come back
and eat afull breakfast when class is over. Snack all day or eat three meals a day.
The choice is yours. The ultimate in flexibility. With our other meal plans you may
only enter once during each established meal period.
For more information see our brochure, "Do you want unlimited access to food?
Eating Should Never Be A Hassle!"

EATING SHOULD NEVER BE A HASSLE!

The East Campus Convenience Store offers convenience items
seven days a week during regular school sessions. Li'l Dino
Subs and Taco Bell Express are open each evening until
midnight.

Uniquely Clemson
Agricultural Products Sales Center
Ag Sales Center is the perfect place to treat yourself to a
Clemson tradition. The center offers a variety of ice cream
flavors, milk shakes, malts, floats, sundaes, frozen yogurts
and Otis Spunkmeyer cookies. It is also the home of Clemson
Blue Cheese.
More complete information about Clemson Dining Service is available in our brochure.
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Panthers come to Clemson
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1995 CAROLINA PANTHERS
SCHEDULE
PRESEASON
OPPONENT
Jacksonville
at Chicago
DENVER
at San Francisco
N.Y. Giants

DAY
Sat.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.

DATE
July 29
Aug. 4
Aug. 12
Aug. 19
Aug. 26

Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.
Sun.

REGULAR SEASON
Sept. 3 at Atlanta
1:00
Sept. 10 at Buffalo"
00
Sept. 17 ST. LOUIS
00
Oct. 1
TAMPA BAY
00
Oct. 8
at Chicago
00
Oct. 15 N.Y. JETS
00
Oct. 22 NEW ORLEANS
00
Oct. 29 at New England
00
Nov. 5
at San Francisco
00
Nov. 12 at St. Louis
00
Nov. 19 ARIZONA
:00
Nov. 26 at New Orleans
00 (ESPN) y
Dec 3
INDIANAPOLIS
00
J:
Dec 10 SAN FRANCISCO oo
J;
Dec 17 ATLANTA
00
>*
Dec 24 at Washington
00
y

TIME
2:30 (ABC)
8:30
7:30
9:00
4:30
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With the NFL coming to Clemson, freshmen entering in 1995 will be the
first class to have the opportunity to watch games on both Saturdays
and Sundays in Memorial Stadium.
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by Mike McCombs
staff writer
For years now, when Clemson
and Death Valley were mentioned, it was a natural assumption that college football was
being discussed. This fall that
will all change. The Carolina
Panthers are playing their inaugural home football season at
Clemson's Death Valley.
Last year, Athletic Director
Bobby Robinson completed a
lucrative deal to bring the Panthers to Death Valley instead of

other stadiums that were being
considered in the Carolinas. With
its seating capacity of 81,473, it
becomes the largest stadium in
the NFL next season.
If the Panthers sell out all eight
home games, they will break the
NFL single season attendance
mark set by the Detroit Lions in
1980.
The Panthers' presence will
benefit the University and the
downtown merchants as well as
the students. The University will
receive seven percent of the
money from ticket sales and a
percentage of the money from

Telecommunications
Services

suite sales, as well as reimbursement for game expenses. In'addition, the University, the campus
and the athletic facilities will receive unprecedented national
exposure.
Local merchants will now benefit from 16 straight weeks of
weekend football crowds as opposed to the usual six or seven.
There will be eight Panthers home
games, two Panthers exhibition
games and six Clemson home
games.
There will be a football game
every weekend from late-August
until December. The Panthers are

putting out brochures to inform
fans on shopping, dining and recreational opportunities in the
Clemson area. An estimated $5060 million will be pumped into
the upstate economy.
Students will benefit as well.
The University received
$100,000 in academic scholarship funds from the Panthers
which will make its way to eligible students.
Also, Clemson students will
be able to purchase season tickets at a very reasonable price.
This will enable students who are
football fans to see teams like the

world-champion San Francisco
49ers and marquee players like
John Elway, Marshall Faulk,
Herschel Walker, Steve Young,
Jerry Rice and Deion Sanders
play on Frank Howard Field.
Mark Richardson, the Panthers' vice-president of operations and the son of owner Jerry
Richardson, was a linebacker on
several early 80s Tiger squads.
He made 27 tackles for the 1981
National Championship team. It
is ironic that Clemson's agreement with his father's team may
enable several former Tigers to
return home to play in the Valley.

taking Connections

Student Telecommunications offers advantages over
other long distance services:
s

•Less expensive-no hidden service charges
•More convenient-dial calls easier and faster
•More personal-visit our office on campus to ask questions or pay bills
For more information about how to lower your phone bill, call (803) 656-2550.

Voice Mail Service: (803) 656-2601
Don't miss out on important calls!

The TigerTEL Travel Card
The TigerTEL Travel Card is a discount long distance calling card available upon
request to all members of the University's student body.
Clemson University Student Telecommunications ■ (803) 656-2550 • Klugh Avenue
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A CLOSER LOOK
Over the years, many Tigers
have sucessfully made the jump
to the NFL. So far, 14 different
Tigers have won 21 Superbowl
Championship rings.

Tradition reigns in Valley
by Jon Cooper
layout coordinator
Since the first football game ever played
in Clemson Memorial Stadium, in 1942,
the Tiger faithful have experienced what
has long been described as "the most exciting 25 seconds in college football."

Carolina Panthers
next to enter
Death Valley.
See page 15.

Before a raging sea of over 80,000
screaming fans, many, wearing orange and
many more painted in the team's colors in
a show of undying support, the Tigers
make their grand entrance by running down
The Hill into the stadium more commonly
referred to as Death Valley.
The cannon sounds, the band explodes
into "Tiger Rag", and the team pours into
the Valley, always ready to leave another
victim in their wake. This wave of emotional energy has carried the Tigers to an
astounding 185:71-7 record in the
stadium's 53-year history.
"When you get to the bottom, it's like
you're in a hole and all around you are
nothing but Clemson fans," said former
tailback Rodney Blunt. "It's like the crowd
is one big voice. You feel like kings."
Opponents, however, have never found
Death Valley so inviting. "I came in here
knowing it would be loud and that Clemson

would hit me hard, but to me the noise was
the biggest factor," stated former Georgia
tailback, Hershel Walker. "I know I didn' t
concentrate as well because of it."
This captivating and inspirating tradition ironically began out of necessity,
rather than as a part of the pageantry
which has become an integral part of
Clemson football. None of the fanfare
which has become permanently engraved
in the minds of Tiger fans everywhere
existed-not even Howard's rock!
Back in the days when the stadium
seated a mere 20,000 spectators, the team
dressed in Fike and walked to the stadium
on game day. The east end zone gate
above the hill was the closest entrance for
the players. Nothing more. But it was a far
cry from things to come.
In 1948, Memorial Stadium was first
called "Death Valley" by the late Presbyterian College coach, Lonnie McMillian,
whose teams received their annual drubbing at the expense of the Tigers, including the Tigers' first ever win in Memorial
Stadium in 1942. Legendary Clemson
coach Frank Howard began using the name
in the 50s, and it spread across the state
like kudzu.
Then in either 1965 or 1966, a former
Clemson football player, S .C. Jones (class
of 1919) was visiting Death Valley, Ca.
He brought a rock back to Frank Howard
as a gift. The rock, which did nothing but
take up space in Howard's office for over
a year, was nearly thrown away, but IPTAY
executive secretary Gene Willimon
thought better.
On Sept. 24, 1966, the rock made its
spectacular debut. The Tigers overcame
an 18-point deficit against Virginia. The
rock's presence on the pedestal atop The
Hill lifted the Tigers, and the magic was
born.

T
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Defense, inspired by the roaring fans in Death Vally, has
traditionally played an integral role in the Tigers' football
success. Andre Humphrey's looks to keep opponents in
see THE ROCK, page 13 check with his presence in the secondary.

Baseball has rich history

Do it, Merl!

by Mike McCombs
staff writer

file photo

After a suprisingly successful season, the
basketball team looks to improve further
with strong recruiting by Rick Barnes.

While new students at
Clemson are probably aware of
the Tigers' proud football heritage and occasional basketball
successes, they may not realize
that Clemson fields one of the
top collegiate baseball programs
in the country.
Clemson fielded its first team
in 1896, losing both of its games.
There was no team in 1897, but
the national pastime returned to
Clemson for good in 1898. The
Tigers were without a coach until 1901 when football legend
John Heisman took the reins.
From 1901 until 1904, Heisman
logged a 36-11 -2 record. His .755
winning percentage ranks third
at Clemson all-time. Ironically,
the record for the best winning
percentage by a Tiger skipper is
held by football legend Frank
Howard who posted an .800
mark in his only year as baseball
coach.

The program enjoyed its ups
and downs until 1947. That season Randy Hinson led the Tigers
to a 24-5 record and their first
NCAA tournament. They went
3-1 in Charlotte, N.C. before being eliminated 7-3 by George
Bush and Yale in New Haven Ct.
The Tigers returned to the tournament in both 1950 and 1954
but failed to win a game. In 1957
a major change took place.
Bob Smith, who coached the
Tigers from 1952 through 1957,
was also an assistant on Frank
Howard's football staff. Howard
wanted to hire a new baseball
coach so that Smith could coach
football full time. This was despite the fact that Smith led
Clemson to its first ACC championship in 1954. The man he
hired was Bill Wilhelm.
Wilhelm wasted no time in
turning the team around. He not
only won the ACC in his first two
seasons as head coach, but took
his first two teams to the College
World Series in Omaha, Neb.
Wilhelm would remain the Ti-

gers' head baseball coach for 36
seasons before retiring.
Although he never won a national championship, Wilhelm is
arguably one of the most successful Clemson coaches ever.
From 1958-93 he posted a record
of 1161-536-10 which places him
fifth on the list of all-time
winningest Division I baseball
coaches. He never had a losing
season, and he made six trips to
the College World Series.
Wilhelm won seven ACC
tournaments and 19 regular season ACC Championships. He
took a Clemson team to the
NCAA regionals 17 times and he
guided the Tigers to 16 top 25
finishes. Over 100 of his players
have signed contracts to play professional baseball.
Wilhelm's reign included the
completion of Tiger Fieldin 1970.
Previously, the Tigers had played
first on Bowman Field and later
on a field where the intramural
fields adjacent to the tennis courts
are now
-

see SUCCESS, page 13

